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NEWMAN’S THEOREMS ON TRANSFORMATION GROUPS? 
ANDREAS DRESS 
(Received 29 April 1968) 
THE FOLLOWING is to offer a comparatively simple proof for the classical theorems of 
Newman’s, concerning Z,-actions on manifolds. The main idea is taken from Newman’s 
original paper, but by using a more modern version of the notion of local degree instead of 
Brouwer’s simplicial notion the proofs become much easier. 
01. THE NOTION OF DEGREE 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 E R and let M be an R-oriented n-dimensional 
topological manifold. For every compact set K E M with K n i?M = @ there exists then 
(cf. [l], $22) a fundamental class @,EH,(M, M - K; R) such that for every In EK the 
restriction of OK to H,(M, M - m; R) is just 1 ER E H,(M, M - m; R), this isomorphism 
being defined by the given orientation of M. 
Now let X be some topological space, f : M + X a map and K’ E X a compact subset 
such that K = f -‘(K’) is compact and K n i?M = 0. Then the degree off at K’: d(f, K’) 
is defined to be ~*(~,)EH,(X, X - K’; R), where f* is the induced map: H,(M, M - K) 
-_, H,(X, X - K’). One calls f essential at K’, if d(f, K’) is defined and #O, otherwise 
inessential. 
In the special case that X is also an R-oriented, n-dimensional manifold and K’ = {x}, 
x E X a point in X, the degree offat x is equally well defined as the element TE R such that 
f*(oK) = r ER E H,(X, X - x; R). 
One proves easily 
(1) If K =f-‘(K’) c K1 for some compact K1 with K1 n c?M = 0, then d(f, K’) = 
f*(%). 
(2) d(f, K’) = d(g, K’), if there exists a homotopy H: M x I + X such that: H( *, 0) = f, 
H(*, 1) = g, II-’ is compact and H-‘(K’) n(3M x I) = 0. 
(3) If U E M is some open subset containing K = f -‘(K’), then d(f, K’) = d(f[ CJ, K’). 
(4) If M = Ml ir M, (disjoint union),_& =flMi (i = 1, 2), then d(f, K’) = d(f,, K’) + 
W2 2 K’). 
(5) Iff : M + X is an open imbedding into an R-oriented, n-dimensional manifold and 
K’ E~(M - 8M), then d(f, K’) = O,, . 
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(6) If K” c K’ then d(f, K”) is defined and is the restriction of d(f, K’) E H,(X, X -K’ ; 
(7) 
AS 
R) to H,(X, X - K”; R). If especially X is an n-dimensional, R-oriented manifold 
and U s X open, such that f-‘(U) E M - aM and relative compact in M, then 
d(f, x) E R is defined and locally constant for x E U. If furthermore M is compact, 
then deg(J; x) is defined and locally constant for all x E X - f(aM). So if aM = (21 
and X connected, d(f, x) is independent of x E X and just the usual degree off. 
If g:X -+ Y is another map and K’ = g-‘(K”) for some K” c Y, then d(gf, K”) = 
g* d(f, K’), especially gf is inessential at K”, iff is inessential at K’. 
a simple consequence of these remarks, one gets the following statement which 
should perhaps be called : 
NEWMAN'S LEMMA. Zf the cyclic group Z, of order p (p prime) operates continuously on A4 
with fixed point set F, if f: M + X is equivariant for the trivial action of Z, on X and iffor 
some XE X the set f -l(x) is compact and does not meet aM u F, then f is inessentiaI at x 
for R = Z,. 
Proof. Using (3) we may restrict f to M - F, i.e. we may assume F = 0. f factors through 
the projection n: M -+ M’ = M/Z, onto the orbit space. Because of F = 0, n is a covering of 
degreep, thus using (3), (4), (5) inessential for R = Z, at every point, but then also for every 
compact subset. Thus using (7) we get the wanted result. 
We will now use Newman’s lemma, to prove along the lines of Newman’s original 
proof, that for a non-trivial Z,-action on a connected manifold A4 the fixed point set F 
contains no inner point or what is easily seen to be equivalent: 
THEOREM 1. Zj' a finite group acts eflectively on a connected manifold, then the set of 
points with trivial isotropy group is open and everywhere dense. 
The proof is an easy consequence of the following two lemmas. In R” let 0 be the origin, 
B,(x) the s-ball around x, S,(x) = aB,(x), B, = B,(O), S, = S,(O) and B: = {(x,, . . . , x,) 
EB,Ix~ 2 0). B; = B, - B: = {(x,, . . . , x,)~B,lx~ -C O}. Then we have: 
LEMMA 1. Assume B, E 7J E R” for some open set U with a continuous Z,-action on U, 
such that the$xed point set F contains B:. Then 0 is an inner point of F. 
Proof. By continuity we can find some E < 0 such that for every r E Z, = G we have 
zB, c B,. So V = U zB, c B, is a G-invariant compact subset of U with V n B: = B:, 
ZEG 
thus z(V n B;) E B;. 
Let h: V + [0, l] be a map with c h(zx) = 1 for every x E V, h(x) = i for x E aK Then 
TeG 
f : V + R”:x -+ c h(zx)zx is equivariant for the trivial G-action on R”, maps F n V and 
7EG 
especially I/ n B: identically onto itself and V’ n B; into B;. So we have f(0) = 0 $f(aV), 
thus there exists q with 0 < r~ < E and (convex closure ofzl)GrB,J nf(aV) = 0. 
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Now by (6) d(f, X) is defined and constant on B,, and by (3) and (5): d(f, x) = 1 for 
every ring of coefficients R and x = (x1, . . . , x,) E B,, with x1 > 0. 
On the other hand, if we could find a point y E B, not fixed under G, then we might try 
to specify h in such a way that f-‘(f(y)) d oes not meet the tixed point set F, which would 
then lead to a contradiction, using Newman’s lemma (d(f, y) = 0 for R = Z,). 
Butf-‘(f(y))nF=fZIef(y)$f(F) =Fandifh(y)=l,h(ry)=O(zEG,r#lY),we 
have f(y) = y$F. At last one sees easily that such an h: V + [0, l] with the required 
properties always exists (either by using Tietze extension theorem or by a direct construction: 
for instance choose 6 < 0 small enough, such that the sets B,(ry) are mutually disjoint and 
contained in V, define h’(x) = 6-l 11x - ryll, if there exists re G, z # 1, with XE &(ry), 
h’(x) = 1 otherwise and h(x) = h’(x)/1 h’(zx). Thus B, c F. Q.E.D. 
TEG 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a connected manifoId and F c M a closed subset, such that x E F 
is an inner point of F, if there exists a chart q. B, 4 M with q(O) = x and cp(B:) E F. Then 
F = M or F contains no inner point. 
Proof. Let J be the set of inner points of F and assume J # 0, J # M. Then by the 
connectedness of M there exists a point x E 81 = J n (M - J). By taking charts we may 
assume M = R”, x = 0. Now take y E J c R”. Because xE R” - Jthe number E = Min{ 11 z - yll 
Iz ER” - J} is finite. Take z E R” - J with llz - yll = E. Then B,(y) E J E F. But now by 
the assumption on F:z EJ, a contradiction. 
We will now prove the other theorem of Newman’s and again along the lines of the 
original proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a manifold with a metric Ix, y/(x, y EM). Then there exists an 
E > 0 such that every G-action on M, G a finite group, with jzx, xl < E for ZEG, XE M is 
trivial. 
Again the proof follows easily from the following 
LEMMA 3. Let U c R” be open, relatively compact and connected and let there be given 
a nontrivial Z,-action on 8. Then 
D = Max{Min{llx - y/l Iyeair}lxE U} I C = Max{llx - zxll I ZEZ~, xeao}. 
Proof. Assume C < D and take x E U with C < M in{ /Ix - y II I y E 8 U}. By Theorem 1 
we may assume x$ F (F the fixed point set). Again there exists h: B + [0, l] with C h(zy) = 1 
for YE U and h(x) = 1, h(zx) = 0 for zx # x. The map f: U + R”: y + c h(zy)zy is again 
equivariant for the trivial Z,-action on R” and x =f(x)#f(F) = F. Furthermore for the 
whole homotopy H:i- x I -P R”, H(y, t) = ty + (1 - t)f(y) we have x = H(x, I)$ H(X7, Z) 
because otherwise x = ty + (1 - t)f(y) f or some yoaB and then C < [Ix - yll I 
(1 - t) c h(zy)llzy - y 11 I C. Thus for every t E I the degree d(H(*, t), x) is defined and 
constant by (2), but d(H( *, 0), x) = d(f, x) = 0 for R = Z, by Newman’s lemma and 
d(H( * , l), x) = 1 by (5), a contradiction. 
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Theorem 2 follows now exactly by Newman’s argument. One may choose an arbitrary 
chart cp:B, 4 M. Then there exists E < 0 such that for x’ EM and y E By the relation 
lx’, &)I< E implies x’ = p(x) E cp(B,) and 11x - yI\ < 1. If there exists now an Z,-action 
on A4 with \x,‘txI <E for XEM, TEZ~, then U ~(cp(B,)) E cp(B,), thus Z, operates on 
lEZP 
i7 = q-l( U z(cp(B,))) G Bz s Rpn with 
ZEEp 
Max{~~x-~x~~~z~Zp,x~~~)~1IMax{Min{~~x-y~~(y~~U}~x~U}. 
So Z, operates trivial on U, thus trivial on cp(B,) and by Theorem 1 trivial on M. 
Remark. One can obviously sharpen Lemma 3 by asuming h(y) = 1 for y E alJ, thus 
P 
proving C < ’ - ’ -D, especially 2C I D for Z,-actions. So one has the corollary: For 
P 
every involution z on the standard sphere S” s R”+ ’ there exists XES” with zx = -x. 
This leads to the question, if for every pair of involutions z and I++ on a sphere S” with 
at least one of them fix point free there exists XES” with z(x) = +(x). By using Milnor’s 
trick in [3] this is easily proven-even for Z,-homology-spheres instead of S”-incase both 
of them are fix point free. In the general case one has to consider the following generalization 
of Newman’s lemma: For any nontrivial Z,-action on a Z,-oriented connected manifold M 
without boundary the natural map onto the orbit space M’ is inessential for every compact 
set K’ c M’. I hope that I can deal with this statement, which is most probably right, but 
much more complicated to prove than Newman’s lemma (involving the sheaf-theoretic 
Borel-Moore homology theory) in a later paper. Obviously Theorem 1 is an immediate 
consequence of this statement. 
One can get related results in the following way: 
LEMMA 4. For every nontrivial Z,-action on the standard sphere S” c R”+’ there exists 
XES’ with C TX = c-x for some c IO. 
TEZp 
Proqf. Otherwise c zx # 0 and the map f: S” + S” : x + jI~zxll_ 1 -c TX is homotopic to 
the identity, on the other hand using Newman’s lemma it has to have degree 0 for Z,- 
coefficients. 
Forp = 2 this gives again the existence of x E S” with zx = -x for the non-trivial element 
z E Zz , for p = 3 this implies Max(lx, zx]j x E S”, ZEZ,} 2 5 n if one uses the usual geodesic 
metric on S”. 
By looking at actions on S’ or orthogonal actions on S” one may conjecture that $ 
is just the biggest possible a in Theorem 2 and the usual geodesic metric on S”, that is 
27r 
- = N(Y), if one defines for an M as in Theorem 2 N(M) = sup{alevery action of a finite 
3 
group G on M with lx, 7x1 < E for x E M, z E G is trivial}. One may also conjecture that a 
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fix point free Z,-action on S” with Ix, zxl I $ for all x E S”, z E Z, has to be the standard 
P-l 
orthogonal action on S”, or that a Z,-action on S” is trivial, if Ix, zxl c - R for 
P 
XES, zEZp. 
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